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LACANDON PATHS TO THE UNDERWORLD
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Department of Comparative Religion, Comenius University in Bratislava, Slovakia. 
E-mail: milan.kovac@uniba.sk

Abstract
The article is based on fieldwork realized by the author as a long term research stays among the Lacandon communities of 

Chiapas from 1999, divided between various seasons, until 2010. The present study is focused on Lacandon funerary practices 
and ideas pertaining to the afterlife. Analysing mythological narratives and ritual practices, the author has recognized four 
Lacandon mortuary landscapes: The Underworld of the death god Kisin, the Sun World of the supreme god Hachäkyum, the 
Water World of the rain god Mensäbäk and the World of pine-tree forests of the god-creator K’akoch. As an explanation of this 
plurality the author argues against “contamination” of some central perspective and instead suggests the existence of these ideas 
alongside the same place and in the same time, as in the past.

Keywords: Maya, Lacandon, Underworld, soul, afterlife, eschatology

Resumen
El artículo se basa en el trabajo de campo realizado por el autor como una investigación de largo tiempo enfocada en las 

comunidades lacandonas de Chiapas y dividida en varias temporadas, desde el año 1999 hasta el 2010. El estudio presente se 
enfoca en las practicas funerarias e ideas lacandonas sobre la vida eterna. Analisando las narraciones mitológicas y rituales que 
se practica, el autor reconoce cuatro paraísos, inframundos o destinos de los muertos: El Inframundo del dios de los muertos 
Kisin, el Mundo Solar del dios supremo Hachäkyum, El Mundo del Agua del dios de la lluvia Mensäbäk y el Mundo de los 
Bosques de pino ocote del dios creador K’akoch. Para explicar la pluralidad de estas ideas el autor no acepta el punto de vista 
de la “contaminación” de una perspectiva original sino presupone la existencia de varias concepciones una al lado de otra en el 
mismo lugar y en el mismo tiempo.

Palabras clave: Maya, lacandones, inframundo, alma, vida eterna, escatología

Today, the Lacandon number around 1000 persons and they represent a very small but well-known 
Maya community in the Yucatec linguistic family. The community in general is divided into a Nor-
thern and Southern group, which are different from each other in physiognomy and dialect. The major 
parts of the evidence in my contribution comes from the North group, especially from Naha, where 
there are two principal clans called onen as subjects of animal lineage groups: Ma’ax, ‘spider monkey’ 
and K’ek’en, ‘white-lipped peccary’ (Boremanse 1998: 101-104).

The southern group was hardly influenced by Protestantism in the latter half of 20th century, 
but until the end of this period the north group retained its independence from direct influences of 
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Christianity. Nowadays part of the settlement of Naha still practices the original Maya religion without 
the typical syncretism that is visible in so many other Maya regions (Ruz and Navarro 2005). Some 
scholars claim their ritual practices represent a true continuity in the worldview of the Postclassic 
Maya (Bruce et al. 1971), although it is important to emphasize the refugee character of Lacandon 
culture during last centuries (Palka 2005) and its long isolation. My fieldwork was realized as long 
research stays amid the Northern community from 1999, divided to various seasons, until 2010.

Lacandon word for ‘death’ is kim or kim-in (Boot 1997: 14), which both sounds similar and is 
a close cognate to other reflexes in Mayan languages. In opposition to death, is the word kux, which 
designates everything that is alive (Boot 1997: 15). Indeed, the semantic shift between kux and kim is 
not sharp as in the Western tradition.

When a Lacandon dies, the first thing that happens is that his/her body is guarded. However, the 
Lacandon do not guard the dead against any abstract evil or dark forces. They guard the dead against 
a vulture – called ch’om in their language. They believe that it is the death god Kisin who takes the 
form of a vulture and tries to eat the dead before they are ready for travelling to his realm. The night 
during which the dead is guarded is also called Kisin ’aak’ä’, which means ‘Kisin’s night’, as this time 
is completely within the power of the death god, and is particularly dangerous for all the members of 
the community, including their ritual items, statues and pots, which are specially protected. During 
the night, however, most care is dedicated to the deceased. Besides protecting him/her, the body 
must also be kept warm. The Lacandon often set a small fire beneath the corpse, and keep it warm 
throughout the night to prevent early post-mortem stiffness, known as rigor mortis. A cold body would 
be immediately abandoned by its ‘soul’ – pixan – and this would be dangerous for both the community 
and the death because it could cause bad luck and death to many other people (Figure 1). Keeping of 
the dead body warm is therefore a very delicate, yet highly important duty of the deceased person’s 
relatives and friends. In this connection it is interesting to mention that the Lacandon word for ‘soul’, 
pixan, is probably derived from the root pix with meaning ‘cover’ as a noun and ‘to cover’ as a verb 
(Bricker et al. 1998; Swadesh et al. 1991). Undoubtedly, we have to count with a conception of the 
soul that is very different from the Western tradition, referring to a transcendental substance covering 
the body rather than a comparable substance within the body.

There is one very important action undertaken at the hour of death. Three items are placed in the 
hands of the deceased to protect him/her on the upcoming pilgrimage through the Underworld. The 
first item placed in the left hand of the dead is a cob of maize. The maize is aimed for the underworld 
hens attempting to peck the dead. By giving them maize kernels, the deceased is able to escape. The 
second item is a bone, most frequently from a spider monkey, placed in the right hand of the dead. This 
the dead will utilise while escaping from the underworld dogs that would want to attempt to bite during 
his/her painful journey. The last item that is also placed in the right hand of the deceased is a lock of 
hair. It is a cut lock of hair, which works in a similar way as the other items. The dead is supposed to 
slip the lock of hair to the underworld lice attacking and annoying him (McGee 1990: 115).

I would just add that the image of the evil-minded hen and lice would not seem comical to us if we 
realise that together with dogs they are transformed evildoers of the underworld – big demonic animals 
serving to the death god Kisin and pertaining to his household.

The funeral is attended by all men from the settlement. Women do not participate, with the 
exception of the closest relatives – mother, wife and daughters. The deceased person is held by two 
men and carried in an extended position in his own k’aan (‘hammock’). The carriers told me that a 
dead person weighs much more after death than while alive, and that it is sheer drudgery to carrying 
him. As for the Naha settlement where I conducted my most detailed research, the burial site is located 
at a distance of around 2 km behind the settlement, in the rainforest. The procession is heading there 
silently, without singing, praying or mourning. The silence is only disrupted by the peculiar talk of the 
men with the deceased. They are constantly trying to explain to the deceased what has happened, what 
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they are doing with him, and what will follow next, as they are afraid that his pixan is confused and 
unable to understand that as a human he is already dead for this world, which could cause big troubles 
(McGee 1990: 116).

Young men from the settlement, usually from the dead person’s close family, would dig a grave at 
the burial place in the jungle. The grave is, however, quite shallow, as a result of which one can smell 
the wretched odour of putrid corpses from the fresh graves nearby. The grave is lined with timber, and 
a simple shelter is erected above the excavated hole, consisting of four wooden stakes and an inclined 
roof made from the leaves of palm tree. More modern families make the roof with a cheap sheet of 
corrugated zinc metal (Figure 2). The roof is expected to protect the grave against heavy rain that could 
destroy the site. In the rainforest, however, the subsistence of such grave sheds is not long. The bearing 
poles eventually rot out, the roof collapses over the grave, and the burial place is quickly absorbed by 
the encroaching jungle. At the burial site of Naha, which has served for this purpose for several de-
cades, one can always recognise just three or four graves because after two or three years, one would 
hardly know where the graves of their relatives were located.

Figure 1. The soul pixan leaving the body of a dead Lacandon. Native painting of Kayum Ma’ax from 
the community of Naha (photograph by Milan Kováč).
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The dead body is placed in the excavated hole, lined with timber and leaves in a k’aan, so as to 
prevent direct contact with the earth. The head of the deceased is oriented towards the west and the 
feet towards the east, while the head is lifted so as to “look” directly at the sunrise (McGee 1990: 118).

On the surface of each grave the Lacandon place special gifts for the journey to the Underworld. 
The painful path is full of different traps and obstacles. The Lacandon described it to me as follows:

It is an uneasy path. While on the journey, they set fire to get warm, because it’s very cold over there. 
This is why we place fire-setting tools on their graves. Each dead travels with the items that were 
placed on their grave. Women carry in their hands a pach’ech, (‘spindle’) used to produce threads 
while they were alive, and men carry a hach chulul (‘bow’) and arrows that they used for hunting. 
All of them have a strap on their forehead, carrying some more grave gifts, wah (‘tortillas’), sak 
ma’atz (‘pozol’), hach k’utz (‘cigars’) and nok’ (‘clothes’). Also, four pek’ (‘dogs’) made of folded 
xate leaves (Chamaedorea elegans) are placed on the grave, representing the souls of real dogs that 
the dead person kept while alive. These dogs accompany the deceased on their journey. The path 
is very steep, running through cold mountains and abysses, and is bad and overgrown with trees, 
too narrow and full of spines and pikes. If someone died shortly before, the path is wide and clean. 
However, if nobody died for two or three years, the dead struggles to find the path.

For this reason more gifts that are frequently placed on graves, with the exception of food and 
folded leaf dogs, are items that serve for setting a fire, good boots and winter clothes (Figures 3 and 4).

The deceased individual eventually arrive to a river, or to a lake, where a dog is awaiting to take 
them on its back through the water to the other bank. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the waters of 
the Underworld in which they are swimming is believed to be created from the tears of their relatives. 
The more the relatives cry for the dead, the greater the body of water and the smaller the chance to 
overcome it. This is one of the reasons why intensive outbursts of emotion and crying for someone’s 

Figure 2. a) Modern Lacandon grave with corrugated zinc metal roofing. b) Food for the Underworld journey 
hanging from the rafters (photographs by Milan Kováč).
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death is rather rare among the Lacandon. The relatives suppress their mourning over the death of their 
close ones to prevent causing them difficulties by making underworld lakes or rivers too big. There also 
exists a big fear that the deceased will be unsuccessful in his/her travel or distressed without understan-
ding of his/her position and will return and take some relative with him to the Underworld. Maybe this 

Figure 3. a) Rubber boots on the grave in preparation for muddy paths. b) One from the four leaf dogs necessary 
for the crossing the waters of the Underworld (photographs by Milan Kováč).

Figure 4. Graves are very quickly destroyed by ambient weather conditions and disappear into the rain forest 
(photograph by Milan Kováč).
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is the reason why after the burial the dead person is intentionally forgotten. Though it is impossible to 
erase memories, the Lacandon rarely mention their dead relatives through words. Also they would not 
visit the burial site repeatedly, and would quickly forget about the place of the grave as well.

So, if the dead crossed the last water barrier, he finally gets to the Underworld. It is no paradise, 
though. It is the country of the death god Kisin1. A Lacandon to’o’hil (‘shaman’) described me the 
situation after the arrival of deceased as follows:

After the dead overcomes all the sufferings, obstacles and underworld paths and crosses rivers, 
he would find himself in the Underworld – in the realm of the death god Kisin. The dead appears 
in front of Kisin. The god looks at him, as if he wanted to burn him in fire. There is, however, 
Sukunkyum, the elder brother of the supreme god Hachäkyum, who supervises Kisin’s decisions. 
When Sukunkyum looks at the arriving dead and declares: “Not this one”, Kisin would roast 
him just a little. At that moment, the deceased is transformed, suddenly all parts of his body are 
different, and moves ahead to the supreme god Hachäkyum. The dead stay living in Hachäkyum’s 
realm. If, however, Sukunkyum looks at the dead and declares: “This one”, because it is someone 
who got married with his own sister, or killed someone, or lied often during his life, Kisin would 
burn him in fire. If it is a liar who spread lies, Kisin would first burn his mouth; if he married his 
sister, Kisin would first burn his sexual organ… This is the way Kisin punishes them first. Finally, 
Kisin burns them all in fire. After throwing them in fire for the first time, they would get out as small 
animals. They look like ants or ticks. Kisin collects them and throws them into fire for the second 
time. After two years, they get out of fire as slightly bigger animals – insects or rodents. Kisin 
catches them again and throws them into fire for the third time. Several years later, they would come 
out of fire as dogs, turkeys and hens. This time, they are Kisin’s animals, serving to him in his yard: 
dogs guarding, hens laying eggs, etc. They stay closed behind the fence forever, guarded by Kisin. 
This is how those who died end up, though not all of them, just those who sinned. The others leave 
transformed to the realm of the god Hachäkyum.

While this journey to the realm of Kisin is described accurately, the majority of Lacandon would  
enter to the realm of god Hachäkyum, as these were not considered serious “sinners”. Unfortunately 
this most common fate in realm of Hachäkyum remains very obscure. The supreme god Hachäkyum 
is apparently related to the Sun and probably some kind of paradise could be supposed but in this case 
Lacandon’s myths and narrations remain in silence.

By contrast we known much more about another Lacandon journey to the place of deaths. The 
entrance is situated close to lake Metzabok, in proximity to the northern Lacandon eponymous settle-
ment, bearing the same name. The word Metzabok is a distortion of an original Lacandon name for the 
rain deity Mensäbäk (literally ‘powder-maker’), and there is a cult place devoted to this god. Accord-
ing to Lacandon beliefs, one small cave in the bank of the lake named Tz’ibatnah and dedicated to the 
Lacandon god of writing and painting2 is the portal to the Underworld (Figure 5). I was lucky to visit 
several times this strictly tabooed cave with a brave Lacandon guide, of course a Christian convert. 

1 We have registered the name of Kisin’s realm from Yucatan as Metnal (Villa Rojas 1985: 123), derived from 
Nahuatl Mictlan, contemporary Lacandons prefer periphrasis as Yalam Lu’um (McGee 1990: 61), literally ‘Lower 
Land’.
2 This interpretation is widely distributed from works of Roberto D. Bruce S. (1968: 129) and others. I believe 
that the entrance to the Underworld does not correspond to the God of writing and painting as these activities 
are not present or play a marginal role in Lacandon culture. Maybe a metaphoric significance is more plausible: 
Tz’ibatnah, literally probably ‘painted house’ could represent Jaguar body suggesting to the Jaguar God of the 
Underworld.
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The cave was full of sacrificial offerings, burnt incense, broken god pots, human bones and skulls 
(Figures 6 and 7). According to some archaeological features and paintings on the walls, it appeared to 
be a cult place from the Precolumbian period (Figure 8). 

In one private collection we found two human bones from a similar context in other nearby caves 
of the same lake, and after submitting these bones for 14C analyses, these human remains can be dated 
to very last part of the Postclassic period, preceding the arrival of Spaniards by only a few decades. 
In spite of Lacandon beliefs that these are the remains of their ancestors or gods, in these times, the 
Lacandon did not live in this region. More probably the original population would have been com-
posed of Ch’ol or Tzeltal Maya groups. The modern Lacandon, after their arrival in 19th century (Palka 
2005) apparently adopted the abandoned rock shrines of the original local populations.

It is nevertheless important to stress that these sites feature prominently in the sacral landscape 
of the Lacandon and that they are thought to end up in the Mensäbäk cave, crossing it after death 
to reach the realm of the rain god Mensäbäk, where they would remain forever. Here we find no 
reference to any judgement. Only one obstacle is described. The entrance of the cave is guarded by two 
giant koot ma’ax, (the literal translation is ‘eagle spider-monkey’, but this compound is used with the 
meaning of “harpy eagle”, Harpia harpyja). These beings represented the last members of an ancient 
population at the dawn of humankind, when harpy eagles controlled and hunted first people. They are 
very dangerous and in this version the offerings for deceased person, such as maize, and bones are not 
dedicated for hens nor dogs but just for these giant guardians. Then dead can pass over the boundary 
between both worlds. It means the deceased will enter under the surface of the lake Metzabok. The 
underwater world is described as a paradise with beautiful flowers, butterflies, trees that permanently 
yield fruits and a special kind of silence disturbed only by storms.3 

3 Compare with Tlalocan of the Nahua and Teotihuacan’s realm of the Storm god (Anderson and Helmke 2013). 
These ideas probably came from the North – see Hopi, Zuñi and other Pueblan cultures linking places of death 
with a lake and personification of deceased persons with storm (Hultkrantz 1993).

Figure 5. Rock entrance to the watery Underworld of the god Mensäbäk on the bank of the lake (photograph 
by Milan Kováč).
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During ceremonies in the u na(h) i k’uh (‘house of gods’), I have also heard about a different 
place in the otherworld. The to’o’hil Chan K’in Antonio spoke about his dead father-in-law Chan K’in 
Viejo. In so doing, he described his destiny in a very different realm. To my surprise, this otherworld 
did not resemble any of the previous ones. It was a world in the upper parts of the Universe over the 
sun, where there is a different source of very special light. It is a world of beautiful forests and low hills 

Figure 6. a) Remains of Precolumbian architecture on the bank of the sacral Mensäbäk lake. b) One of skulls 
from a cave located on the bank of the lake. Note the of “heart-shaped” fronto-occipital deformation cranial 
modification. Radiocarbon dates of various human remains have returned dates in the end of 15th century ad 
(photographs by Milan Kováč).

Figure 7. Rock shrines of the lake Mensäbäk contain a) Postclassic human remains together with b) god pots of 
contemporary Lacandon (photographs by Milan Kováč).
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covered by only one kind of tree called tahte’ – literally ‘torch-tree’ (Ocote pine, Pinus chiapensis), 
and it is in fact the kind of pine-tree that the Lacandon tap for resin to make their incense, pom, which 
is considered the main food of the gods. The primary activity of the dead person there is to worship 
the unique and supreme god. In this world of forests of pine trees, people are believed to move freely 
and hunt animals with their ancient bows and arrows, hach chulul. This reminds us of the “happy 
hunting grounds”, which are believed to be illuminated by unusually beautiful light. The inhabitants 
of this world worship the supreme god but it is not Hachäkyum, it is K’akoch, literally probably 
‘double-neck’, the creator of creators, the god of gods. In the Lacandon ritual practice, K’akoch is an 
idle god (typologically deus otiosus), without any cult or statues. This depiction suggests that it is an 
otherworld at the highest of heavens, ruled by a primordial and ancient god. In summary, we can thus 
recognise four Lacandon mortuary landscapes:

1. The Underworld of the death god Kisin;
2. The Sun World of the supreme god Hachäkyum;
3. The Water World of the rain god Mensäbäk;
4. The World of pine-tree forests of the god-creator K’akoch.
At the first I would like to stress this manifold picture could be in some aspects influenced by 

Christianity. Following other spiritual and ritual issues of the same conservative northern Lacandon 
group – the influence is ostensibly only marginal. Probably the judgement and fire in Kisin’s realm 
could be affected while the underworld itself together with the sun’s, water’s and forest’s realms seems 
to be genuine.

At first glance it seems clear the Lacandon absence of codified eschatology, or at least a fixed oral 
tradition, provides considerable freedom to internal interpretations. The expectations of their existence 
in the afterlife depend probably in large measure on their clan affiliation, family tradition, maybe 
from current narrative situation, and/or also from the state of mind of the individual. Because the 
Lacandon do not consider their existence in the afterlife as important for the creation of conceptualized 
or fixed stories (!) I have collected 120 Lacandon mythological narratives and in fact, narrations of 
this topic are highly marginal. They seem not to be frightened by the inevitability of death, and they 
look towards it with impassive confidence. Although we can suppose two main plausible reasons of 
plurality of these ideas: 

Figure 8. Two important Precolumbian rock paintings near the entrance to the Underworld reinterpreted by 
contemporary Lacandons as a) guardian of the entrance koot ma’ax and b) the god Kisin (photographs by 
Milan Kováč).
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The first one can be caused by refugee character of Lacandon culture during last three centuries. 
Lacandon narrations were enriched all that time by different traditions from other Maya groups that 
they encountered and complemented by stories and beliefs of escaped slaves, soldiers and criminals.

The second possibility emphasize the ancient origin of these concepts (Postclassic Mexican in-
fluences, Pan-Mesoamerican or even Pan-Amerindian roots). In this case it would be a big mistake 
of our Eurocentric perspective, to expect one central/original/fixed concept, which was subsequently 
“contaminated” by external influences. Because it is highly likely that different conceptions of the 
afterlife existed among the Lacandon, or also among the Maya in general, on a regular basis alongside 
the same place and in the same time.

Attaching myself to the last perspective I have to refer to the ancient Greeks where we know of a 
variety of Underworlds such as Tartarus, the Asphodel Meadows, the Realm of Hades, none of which 
correspond to each other. It can be compared with the Maya much more readily than the Christian or 
ancient Egyptian emphasis on the fundamental meaning of death. Also comparisons with much closer 
Aztec eschatological ideas described by the Spaniards (Sahagún 2000) emphasize the same type of 
Maya plurality of eschatological concepts without necessity of its dependence – not only from a moral 
foundation but rather from other precepts.
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